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Intracellular bidirectional transport of cargo on microtubule filaments is achieved by the collective
action of oppositely directed dynein and kinesin motors. Experiments have found that in certain
cases, inhibiting the activity of one type of motor results in an overall decline in the motility of the
cellular cargo in both directions. This counter-intuitive observation, referred to as paradox of code-
pendence is inconsistent with the existing paradigm of a mechanistic tug-of-war between oppositely
directed motors. Unlike kinesin, dynein motors exhibit catchbonding, wherein the unbinding rates
of these motors decrease with increasing force on them. Incorporating this catchbonding behavior
of dynein in a theoretical model, we show that the functional divergence of the two motors species
manifests itself as an internal regulatory mechanism, and leads to codependent transport behaviour
in biologically relevant regimes. Using analytical methods and stochastic simulations, we analyse the
processivity characteristics and probability distribution of run times and pause times of transported
cellular cargoes. We show that catchbonding can drastically alter the transport characteristics and
also provide a plausible resolution of the paradox of codependence.
I. INTRODUCTION
Bidirectional transport is ubiquitous in nature in the
context of intracellular transport [1–4]. Within the cell,
oppositely directed motor proteins such as dynein and ki-
nesin motors walk on microtubule (MT) filaments [1, 5]
to transport diverse cellular cargo [1]. A theoretical
framework proposed to explain the bidirectional trans-
port is based on the tug-of war hypothesis [1, 3, 5–
10], which posits that the motors stochastically binds
to and unbinds from the filament while mechanically in-
teracting with each other through the cargo that they
carry (Fig. 1a) [6–8]. The resultant motion arises due to
the competition between the oppositely directed motors
[7, 8].
The tug-of-war model predicts that inhibiting the ac-
tivity of one motor species would lead to an enhancement
of motility in the other direction. While many experi-
ments have provided support for this mechanical tug-of-
war picture [5, 7, 11–13], there remain a large class of
experiments which are incompatible with the predictions
of this model and show that there exists some coordi-
nation mechanism due to which inhibition of one motor
species results in an overall decline in the motility of the
cargo [2, 6, 14–17]. This apparently counterintuitive find-
ing has been referred to as the paradox of codependence
[1, 6]. The resolution of this paradox in terms of the
underlying mechanisms which govern bidirectional trans-
port remains an important open question.
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Unlike kinesin, whose detachment rates from the fila-
ment increases exponentially with increasing load force
- a characteristic of slip bond [18–20], dynein motors ex-
hibit catchbonding : the propensity for the dynein motors
to unbind decreases when subjected to increasing load
forces in certain force regimes (Fig1b) [19, 21, 22].
While the effect of catchbonding has previously been
incorporated in context of modeling of bidirectional
transport of lipid droplets [21], their importance in me-
diating codependent transport properties has not been
realized and investigated. In this article we study the
generic mechanism by which catchbonding in dynein may
manifest as codependent transport behaviour for cellular
cargoes and quantify the effects of the catchbond in terms
of experimentally measurable cargo transport character-
istics. In particular we explicitly show that catchbonding
in dynein provides one plausible means of resolving the
paradox of codependence.
We use a threshold force bond deformation (TFBD)
model to fit the experimentally observed unbinding rate
of single dynein motors (Fig. 1(b)) [23]. With the TFBD
model for dynein, and the usual slip bond model for ki-
nesin [7, 20], we study the transport properties of bidirec-
tional cargo motion by multiple motors, using experimen-
tally relevant measures : (i) average processivity, defined
as the mean distance a cargo travels along a filament be-
fore detaching, (ii) probability distributions of runtime
and pause times, and (iii) typical cargo trajectories as
well as distributions of cargo velocities. Using these mea-
sures we show that, in an experimentally viable param-
eter space, the catchbonded response of dynein provides
an internal regulatory mechanism that exhibits codepen-
dent transport characteristics.
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of bidirectional motion of cargo (C) attached to both kinesin (K) and dynein (D) motors on a microtubule
(MT) filament; (b) Single dynein unbinding rate from experiments [21] (points) and the corresponding fit (solid line) from the
TFBD model [23].
II. THEORY AND SIMULATION
A. Model
We consider transport of a cellular cargo with N+
kinesin motors and N− dynein motors. These motors
stochastically bind to a MT filament with rates pi± and
unbind with rates ε±. At any instant of time, the state
of the cargo is characterized by the number of attached
Kinesin (n+) and Dynein motors (n−). The maximum of
number of kinesin and dynein motors are N+ and N− re-
spectively (0 < n+ < N+ and 0 < n− < N−). The time
evolution of the system is then governed by the master
equation [7]
∂p(n+, n−)
∂t
= p(n+ + 1, n−)+(n+ + 1, n−) + p(n+, n− + 1)−(n+, n− + 1)
+p(n+ − 1, n−)pi+(n+ − 1, n−) + p(n+, n− − 1)pi−(n+, n− − 1)
−p(n+, n−) [+(n+, n−) + −(n+, n−) + pi+(n+, n−) + pi−(n+, n−)] (1)
where, p(n+, n−) is the probability to find the cargo with
n+ kinesin and n− dynein motors.
The kinesin and dynein binding rates are assumed
to be of the form pi± = (N± − n±)pi0±, where N+pi0+
(N−pi0−) is the rate for the first kinesin (dynein) motor
to bind to the MT.
Dynein motors exhibit catchbonding at forces larger
than the stall force, Fs−, defined as the load force at
which the cargo stalls [19, 21, 22]. This catchbonding
regime is characterized by a decreasing detachment rate
with increasing opposing load (see Fig. 1(b)). The load
force is assumed to be shared equally among the attached
motors. We use the phenomenological TFBD model for
the unbinding rate of a dynein in an (n+, n−) state [23,
24], given by
ε− = n−ε0− exp[−Ed(Fc) + Fc/(n−Fd−)] (2)
where the deformation energy Ed sets in at F > Fs−,
and is modeled by a phenomenological equation [23],
Ed(Fc) = Θ(Fc/n−−Fs−)α
[
1− exp
(
−Fc/n− − Fs−
F0
)]
(3)
The parameter α sets the strength of the catch bond,
while Fd− and F0 characterize the force scales for the
dissociation energy and the deformation energy respec-
tively, while Fc is the cooperative force felt by the mo-
tors due to the effect of the motors of the other species.
Unlike dynein, the unbinding kinetics of kinesin ex-
hibits usual slip behavior, and thus the unbinding rate
for kinesin is given by the expression ε+(n+, n−) =
n+ε0+ exp[Fc(n+, n−)/(n+Fd+)] [7]. The characteristic
stall forces and detachment forces of kinesin are denoted
by Fs+ and Fd+ respectively.
The expression for the cooperative force felt by the
motors is given by [8]
Fc(n+, n−) =
n+n−Fs+Fs−
n−Fs−v0+ + n+Fs+v0−
(v0+ + v0−) (4)
and the cargo velocity is given by
vc(n+, n−) =
n+Fs+ − n−Fs−
n−Fs−/v0− + n+Fs+/v0+
(5)
Here, v0± denotes the velocity of kinesin (or dynein) mo-
tors,
v0+ =
{
vF+ if vc > 0
vB+ if vc < 0
and v0− =
{
vF− if vc < 0
vB− if vc > 0
3Parameter Kinesin Ref. Dynein Ref.
Fs± 6 pN [25] 1 pN (Weak) [26]
7 pN (Strong) [27]
Fd± 3 pN [25] 0.67 pN [21, 23]
pi0± 5/s [28] 1/s [29]
ε0± 1/s [25] (0.1 - 10)/s [30]
vF± 0.65µm/s [31] 0.65µm/s [32]
vB± 1nm/s [31] 1nm/s [33, 34]
TABLE I. Single motor parameter values used in the simula-
tions.
where, vF and vB are the forward and backward mo-
tor velocities. Finally the stall forces for the two motor
species are denoted by Fs±.
The parameters used in the study are taken from the
literature, and are summarized in Table I.
B. First Passage Time and Processivity
The Mean First Passage time (MFPT) in a particular
bound motor state (n+, n−), Tn+,n− , is defined as the
mean time for cargo starting with n bound kinesins and
m bound dyneins to unbind, i.e; reach the (0, 0) state.
This can be expressed in terms of mean residence time
in that state τn+,n− and transition probabilities to other
states, which leads to a recursion relation for the MFPT,
of the form
Tn+,n− = τn+,n−
(
1 + pi+n+,n−Tn++1,n− + pi
−
n+,n−Tn+,n−+1
+ ε+n+,n−Tn+−1,n− + ε
−
n+,n−Tn+,n−−1
)
(6)
where the mean residence time in a (n+, n−) state is sim-
ply the inverse of the sum of the transition probabili-
ties to the other states, τn+,n− = 1/(pi
+
n+,n− + pi
−
n+,n− +
ε+n+,n− + ε
−
n+,n−).
We can similarly develop a recursion relation for the
average cargo processivity (ACP) Ln+,n− , defined as the
average distance a motor starting from the (n,m) state
walks before it unbinds. In the state (n+, n−), the cargo
walks with the cooperative velocity, vc(n+, n−), and the
mean residence time in this state is τ(n+, n−). Hence
the mean distance ηn+,n− that the cargo walks in the
(n+, n−) state before transition to another state can be
expressed as ηn+,n− = vc(n+, n−)τn+,n− . With this iden-
tification, the recursion relation for the mean processivity
becomes,
Ln+,n− = ηn+,n−
(
1 + pi+n+,n−Ln++1,n− + pi
−
n+,n−Ln+,n−+1
+ ε+n+,n−Ln−1,m + ε
−
n+,n−Ln+,n−−1
)
(7)
Together with the absorbing boundary conditions, T0,0 =
0 and L0,0 = 0, these define a linear system of equations
which can be solved analytically to obtain the MFPT and
the ACP.
The average processivity reported in this manuscript
is the average over all possible initial states of the motor
conformations for a given maximum number of kinesins
and dyneins,
〈Ln+,n−〉n+n− = C
N+∑
n+=0
N−∑
n−=0
Ln+,n−
(
1− δn++n−,0
)
,
(8)
where C is a normalization factor which depends on N+
and N−, with C−1 = (N+ + 1)(N− + 1)− 1.
C. Simulations and Numerical techniques
The Master equation is simulated using Stochastic
Simulation Algorithm (SSA) [35, 36] to obtain individ-
ual cargo trajectories. All possible initial configurations
were generated for a (N+, N−) pair, and 1000 trajecto-
ries were evolved for each initial configuration. A run
finishes if the simulation continues until the maximum
time TMAX ∼ 104s or if all motors detach from the MT.
The runlength was then averaged over all initial configu-
rations and all iterations. Probability distributions were
also computed from the SSA trajectories after discarding
initial transients. The simulated trajectories are then
analysed to quantify the statistical properties of the sys-
tem. Further we perform Brownian dynamics simulations
and determine processivity of the cargo when the load is
shared stochastically (see Appendix A).
Further we also derive the associated Fokker-Planck
equation (FPE) corresponding to the underlying Master
equation, by treating the number of attached motors as
continuum variables in the state space (see Appendix B).
III. RESULTS
A. Cargo Processivity Characteristics
We show results for the average processivity 〈Ln,m〉nm
with varying N− (Fig. 2 (a)) and N+ (Fig. 2 (b))
for weak dynein (mammalian, Fs− = 1pN) and strong
dynein (yeast, Fs− = 7pN). For all cases, the analytical
value of the average processivity shows excellent agree-
ment with SSA results. In Fig. 2 (a), we observe a sharp
decrease in plus-end directed processivity with increase
in N−, due to an increased propensity of catchbonded
dynein motors to latch on to the filament. For weak
dynein, the cargo in fact reverses direction, due to the
activation of catchbond at lower forces.
B. Resolution of Paradox of Codependence
Diverse experiments have indicated that mutations of
conventional kinesin in Drosophila can hamper motion of
cellular cargo in both directions, by effectively reducing
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FIG. 2. Average processivity (a) as a function of N− for N+ = 4 , and (b) as a function of N+ for N− = 4. The colored
points and lines correspond to the simulation results. Black crosses in all cases are obtained by the solutions of Eq. 8.
Contour plots for processivity obtained from Eq. 8 in the N+ − N− plane for (c) Fs− = 1pN, α = 0, F0 = 7pN , and (d)
Fs− = 1pN, α = 40kBT, F0 = 7pN . The color bar indicates the average processivity (in µm). The zero-force (un)binding rates
for dynein are ε0− = pi0− = 1/s
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FIG. 3. (a) Average processivity as a function of ε0− for different stall forces at α = 40kBT ; obtained using Eq. 8. (b) Contour
plots of processivity in (Fs− − ε0−) plane for α = 40kBT and F0 = 7pN . Data shown is for N+ = 6, N− = 2, pi0− = 1/s.
the number of motors attached to the cargo [15, 16, 37–
39]. While the conventional tug-of-war model without
the incorporation of catchbond does not exhibit code-
pendent transport characteristics and fails to resolve the
paradox of codependence observed in these experiments,
the processivity characteristics reveals clear signature of
5plausible resolution of this Paradox by means catchbond
mediated mechanism. To investigate this, in Fig. 2 (b),
we look at the effect of variation of N+ on processivity,
for a fixed value of N−. Remarkably, the average proces-
sivity for weak dynein shows a non-monotonic behaviour
with increasing N+. In particular there is decrease of
processivity in the negative direction on decreasing the
number of plus-end directed motors. This is a singular
feature arising solely due to catchbonding in dynein, con-
trary to usual tug-of-war predictions, and is reminiscent
of the paradox of codependence. The robustness of this
catchbond mediated phenomenon can be gauged from the
observation that it persists for a wide range of biologi-
cally relevant parameters even when the load is shared
stochastically between the motors (see Appendix A and
Fig. 8 for details).
This codependent behaviour exemplified in processiv-
ity characteristics may be understood in terms of the
catchbond mechanism at play. In the absence of oppos-
ing load, increasing N+ has the effect of increasing the
mean first passage time (MFPT) for the kinesin motors.
However in the presence of dynein, with larger number of
kinesins, the load per dynein is higher, leading to engage-
ment of the catchbond and thus fewer detachment events
for dynein. The cargo is now in a tug-of-war state, lead-
ing to higher detachment forces on the opposing kinesins,
which detach with the usual slip kinetics. Thus, on av-
erage, for some parameter regime, the kinesins detach
at a higher rate than dyneins, leading to more configu-
rations where there are no kinesins opposing the dynein
team. Thus although the direct effect of the catch bond
is a larger value of average unbinding time for dyneins,
this leads to more configurations where the dyneins can
walk towards the negative end leading to codependent
transport.
The corresponding contour plots of the processivity
of the cargo, which provide an experimental testbed,
in the (N+ − N−) plane are shown in Fig. 2(c-d), for
weak dynein where the effect of dynein catch-bond is ro-
bust. As expected, in the absence of catch-bond (α = 0)
(Fig. 2(c)), there is a smooth transition from negative-
directed runs to positive directed runs. In the presence
of catch-bonded dynein (Fig. 2(d)), we observe a distinct
regime where the processivity increases in the negative di-
rection on increasing N+, reminiscent of anomalous code-
pendent transport. Plus-end directed motion now occurs
only for large N+ and low N−. This non-trivial effect of
the catch bond is a robust feature that is observed for
other values of kinesin and dynein motors (see Appendix
C, Figs. 9 and Fig. 10) and can also be understood in
terms of the average number of bound motors (see Ap-
pendix D, Fig. 11).
Experimental techniques to modulate cargo processiv-
ity can also be achieved by modifying the (un)binding
rates of the motor proteins. Dynactin mutations in
Drosophila neurons affect the kinetics of dynein bind-
ing to the filament, leading to cargo stalls [14]. Simi-
larly, the tau protein has been observed to change the
unbinding rates of kinesin and dynein motors [40]. To
investigate this, we look at the effect of variation of the
bare unbinding rate of dynein motor on processivity of
the cargo (ε0−) (Fig. 3a). Codependent transport be-
haviour is again observed for a range of stall forces. For
instance at Fs− = 2pN , we observe a non-monotonic
behaviour of the processivity with increasing unbinding
rate. At Fs− = 4pN , the run length in the positive direc-
tion decreases on increase in ε0−. The contour plot of the
processivity in the (Fs− − ε0−) plane (Fig. 3(b)) shows
non-monotonic signatures of codependent transport - a
feature akin to reentrant behaviour [41] - for a range of
stall forces, and highlights the role of dynein stall force
in determining the overall motion of the cellular cargo.
The strength of catchbond (α) plays an important role in
determining the nature of processivity of the cargo (Ap-
pendix E, Fig. 12). A microscopic modeling of the catch
bond in dynein based on the experimentally determined
mechanism of the catch bond [42] can help identify bi-
ologically relevant regimes for α and Fo and therefore
constrain the predictions of the model.
C. Probability distribution of runtime and cargo
velocities
In order to highlight the role of catchbond we provide
quantitative measures which are biologically relevant for
comparison with experimental data related to trajecto-
ries of cellular cargo carried by molecular motors. We
analyze the probability distribution of the time the cargo
spends in the paused (tug-of-war) state versus the time
it spends in the moving plus-end directed and minus-end
directed state, as well as the probability distribution of
the velocities of the cargo.
Motivated by experiments on dictyostelium cell ex-
tracts [13], we study the transport behaviour of a cargo
with N+ = 2 and N− = 6 (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5). In the
absence of catchbonding, cargoes predominantly move
with positive velocity and the resultant motion is strongly
plus-end directed (Fig. 4d). The probability distributions
of runtime show that there are many more kinesin runs
(Fig. 4c) than dynein runs (Fig. 4a), and the average run-
time is also higher in the case of kinesins. The pauses in
this case are also of extremely short duration (Fig. 4b).
The corresponding probability distribution for the veloc-
ities are shown in Fig. 5a
In contrast, when dynein catch bond is switched on,
the picture changes dramatically. While the cargo is in a
paused state a significant fraction of time, around 35% of
its runs are negative directed (Fig. 4f inset). Minus-ended
runs become much more frequent than plus-ended runs,
and the cargoes tend to move with a negative velocity
(Fig. 5b) while the average pause time also increases by
an order of magnitude compared to the non-catchbonded
case, and becomes comparable to the average minus di-
rected runtime. This is shown in Figs. 4(e)-(g). This
prediction of minus-ended runs with intermittent pauses
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qualitatively agrees with the experimental observation of
transport of endosomes in Dictyostelium cells [13].
In a separate set of experiments on early endosomes in
fungi, a team many kinesin motors (3-10) are involved in
tug-of-war with 1 or 2 dynein motors during transport [5].
The results displayed in Fig. 6 for a cargo being trans-
ported by six kinesins and two dyneins illustrates that
while in the absence of catchbonding in dynein, the re-
sultant motion would be strongly plus-end directed, with
very small pause times, incorporation of catchbonding
results in the frequency of minus-ended runs exceeding
the frequency of plus-ended runs by almost one order of
magnitude. However, the average duration of the minus-
ended runs is about one order of magnitude lower than
that of the plus-end directed run duration. Further there
are now substantial duration of pauses (1 − 4 sec) dur-
ing transport. These characteristics of the probability
distributions result in typical cargo trajectories which
exhibits bidirectional motion with pauses. The role of
dynein catchbonding in altering the transport character-
istics can also be seen for the simplest possible case of
bidirectional transport of a cargo by a single kinesin and
a single dynein motor (Appendix F, Fig. 13).
D. Quantitative comparison with experiments
In order to provide a quantitative comparison of our
results with in-vivo experiments, we consider the specific
case of kinesin inhibition in mouse neurons [17]. It was
observed that inhibiting kinesin resulted in smaller retro-
grade run lengths of prion protein vesicles, which is con-
trary to expectations - a signature of codependent trans-
port behaviour. In our model, kinesin inhibition is incor-
porated by reducing the number of kinesins (N+) from 3
to 2 while the dynein number is held fixed (N− = 4). As
shown in Fig. 7, this reduction in kinesin motors leads
to smaller retrograde run lengths and larger anterograde
run lengths when catch bond is switched on in dynein,
as opposed to the situation when dynein unbinding ex-
hibits slip behavior. This is the scenario of co-dependent
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transport and compares well with the experimental ob-
servations. Our assumption that kinesin inhibition leads
to reduction in its number is a simplified view of the
effect of the inhibition experiment in in-vivo conditions.
Nonetheless, even with this assumption our results defini-
tively points to the role of catchbond mediated mecha-
nism in determining codependent transport behaviour.
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, the findings of our model points to the
crucial role played by catchbonding in dynein motors
in internally regulating transport and providing a pos-
sible resolution of the paradox of codependence. It also
provides a framework to interpret diverse set of experi-
ments where regulation of transport is achieved by differ-
ent modes of modification of the motor properties. For
8instance, while decreasing N− or increasing ε0− has the
effect of weakening the dynein motor action, the manifes-
tation of these two effects in the transport characteristics
can in general be distinct. The results of these experi-
ments can then qualitatively be understood in the light
of Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, where weakening the dynein motor
can lead to stalled motion of the cargo. Interestingly,
while kinesin exhibits a conventional slip bond, the co-
operative force exerted by the catch bonded dynein on
kinesins, and vice-versa, introduces a complex interplay
which results in signatures of codependent transport be-
ing observed even on varying effective kinesin numbers.
This effect is reflected in a preliminary comparison of
processivity measurements for prion protein vesicles in
mouse neurons [17] with our model predictions.
These processivity measures also point to the sharp dif-
ference in transport characteristics for strong and weak
dynein. In the former case, regulatory role of catchbond-
ing is very weak due to the high force scale at which
catchbond is activated. This may provide a clue as to
why the strong dynein in yeast is not involved in trans-
port, while weak mammalian dynein are crucial to intra-
cellular transport.
Apart from the internal regulatory mechanism de-
scribed here, external regulation by associated proteins
is also expected to play an important role in determining
the transport characteristics. Various candidate proteins
such as Klar and JIP1 have been shown to modify trans-
port behaviour [1, 3, 16, 43–50]. Further, various other
factors, such as memory effects during motor rebind-
ing [19], interactions between multiple motors [51, 52],
variable dynein step sizes [21, 53], and stochastic load
sharing could also modify the transport behaviour of the
cargo. However we show using simulations incorporating
a stochastic sharing of load between attached motors,
that the codependent behavior of cargo processivity is
robust and is preserved even with additional inputs such
as viscous friction and thermal noise (see Supplementary
section I(E)).
Various regulatory mechanisms are expected to achieve
coordination through different means which may be re-
flected in the transport characteristics of the cargo. For
example, in the case of the catch-bonded tug-of-war me-
chanical model, the pause state would in general be char-
acterized by a slow velocity of the cargo. On the other
hand, for mechanical inhibition [6, 54], microtubule teth-
ering mechanism [6, 55] or steric disinhibition[6, 56], the
motion of the cargo would either be diffusive or would
show no movement. Increasing the binding rates of ei-
ther motor species would result in shorter pause times if
coordination is achieved through mediation by the catch
bond, while it would have no effect on the pause times
for some other mechanism. A careful examination of high
resolution spatio-temporal measurement of cargo proces-
sivity and pause durations obtained in various experi-
ments is required to delineate the relative importance of
these internal regulatory mechanisms.
To conclude, we show that catchbonding in dynein dra-
matically alters the transport characteristics, and mani-
fests as an internal regulatory mechanism that provides
one possible resolution of the paradox of codependence.
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Appendix A: Stochastic load sharing
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FIG. 8. Average processivity as a function of N+, as the bead
size σ is changed. Note that the friction constant ζ changes as
a result. The blue curve shows the corresponding result under
the equal load sharing assumption. Here N− = 4, α = 40 and
Fo = 7pN .
In order to ensure that the codependent transport
characteristics obtained are not artifacts of the mean field
assumption, where motors are assumed to share the load
force equally, we also performed Brownian dynamic simu-
lations where the load is shared stochastically, with each
motor having a different extension, and hence facing a
different opposing load.
In the simulation, N motors are attached to the cargo.
The motors are modeled as elastic springs with spring
constant k = 0.32 pN/nm. The springs have a rest length
l0 and generate a restoring force only when stretched be-
yond the rest length. The rest length of the springs are
chosen in accordance with earlier simulations, l0 = 100
9nm for kinesin and l0 = 50 nm for dynein. In this one
dimensional model, we start by putting the bead at the
origin and all N motors attached irreversibly to the cargo
at one end. The other end of the motors are allowed to
bind to any point on the track within the rest length of
the corresponding motor, on either side of the bead.
At every time step, all the N motors are visited to
determine if they are in the attached or detached state.
Each motor position and their state are updated only
once in a time step. If the motor is in the detached state,
then it can re attach with a probability Pon = pi±∆t,
where pi± are the binding rates of kinesin and dynein as
defined earlier. The attachment happens within a dis-
tance l0 on either side of the bead. If the ith motor
is in an attached state, then the load force, Fi is cal-
culated by multiplying the extension of the spring with
the spring constant k. Depending on the load force, the
motor could detach, with probability Poff = ε±(Fi)δt,
where ε± are the unbinding rates of kinesin and dynein.
Note that for dynein, Fi replaces Fc in Eq. 2 in the
manuscript. If the motor does not detach, then we cal-
culate the probability of taking a step, Pstep = kstep∆t,
where kstep = (v0±/d)(1−Fi/Fs±), where v0± is the un-
loaded velocity of the single motor, Fs± is the stall force
of the motor and d = 8 nm is the step length of the
motor. Note that this form is used for backward loads
Fi < Fs. For backward loads Fi > Fs, Pstep = 0. For
forward loads, Fi = 0. If the motor steps, its position is
updated from xi to xi+d. All motor states and their po-
sitions are updated simultaneously in a given time step.
Two sets of motors with their characteristic parameters
as given in Table I, move in opposite directions.
To update the position of the cargo (modeled as a bead
of radius σ), we calculate the total force acting on the
cargo due to both sets of molecular motors moving in
opposite directions, Ftot =
∑
Fi. Note that the detached
motors do not contribute to the total force, neither do
the motors which lie within a rest length from the bead
position. The bead is under the influence of both thermal
and viscous forces with ξ = 0.001 pN-s/µ−m2 being the
viscosity of the medium. The bead diffuses with diffusion
constant D = kBT/ζ where ζ = 6piξσ is the friction
constant. When the cargo is subjected to the force Ftot
it moves with the velocity vd = Ftot/ζ. In the presence
of thermal noise, the overdamped Brownian dynamics of
the cargo is given by
x(t+ ∆t) = x(t) + vd∆t+ η (A1)
where η are drawn Gaussian distribution with 〈η(t)〉 =
0 and 〈η(t)η(t′)〉 = 2Dδ(t− t′).
Appendix B: Fokker Planck equation
If the maximum number of kinesin (N+) and dynein
(N−) is large, N+, N−  1, we can expand the proba-
bilities in the Master equation in a Taylor series to ob-
tain the associated Fokker Planck equation. We define,
x = n+/N+ and y = n−/N−, and in terms of these vari-
ables,
p(x± 1
N+
, y) = p(x, y)± 1
N+
∂xp(x, y) +
1
2N2+
∂2xp(x, y)
p(x, y ± 1
N−
) = p(x, y)± 1
N−
∂yp(x, y) +
1
2N2−
∂2yp(x, y)
+(x+
1
N+
, y) = +(x, y) +
1
N+
∂x(x, y) +
1
2N2+
∂2x(x, y)
−(x, y +
1
N−
) = −(x, y) +
1
N−
∂y(x, y) +
1
2N2−
∂2y(x, y)
pi+(x− 1
N+
, y) = pi+(x, y)− 1
N+
∂xpi(x, y) +
1
2N2+
∂2xpi(x, y)
pi−(x, y − 1
N−
) = pi−(x, y)− 1
N−
∂ypi(x, y) +
1
2N2−
∂2y(x, y)
(B1)
Substituting in the Master equation, Eq. A1, and neglect-
ing terms of order O(1/N3±), we obtain,
∂
∂t
p(x, y, t) = −
2∑
1
∂
∂xi
[vi(x, y)p(x, y, t)] +
2∑
i=1
2∑
j=1
∂2
∂xi∂xj
[Dij(x, y)p(x, y, t)] (B2)
where,
vx(x, y) =
1
N+
(pi+(x, y)− +(x, y))
vy(x, y) =
1
N−
(pi−(x, y)− −(x, y))
Dxx(x, y) =
1
2N2+
(pi+(x, y) + +(x, y))
Dyy(x, y) =
1
2N2−
(pi−(x, y) + −(x, y))
Dxy(x, y) = Dyx(x, y) = 0 (B3)
The analysis of the FPE and the comparison of the
steady state probabilities with those obtained by the nu-
merical solution of the Master Equation will be presented
in a separate manuscript.
Appendix C: Average Processivity
In Fig. 9, we look at the variation of the average proces-
sivity as (a) a function of N− for fixed N+ = 9 (Fig. 9a),
and (b) a function of N+ for fixed N− = 9 (Fig. 9b). In
Fig. 9(a), we find that the average processivity decreases
with N− for non-catchbonded dynein. Catch-bonded
dynein with strong tenacity exhibits qualitatively similar
behaviour as that of motor without catchbond with the
processivity decreasing on increasing N− , while dyneins
with weaker tenacity can stall the motion of the cargo.
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FIG. 9. Average processivity (a) as a function of N− for N+ = 9 , and (b) as a function of N+ for N− = 9. The zero-force
(un)binding rates for dynein are ε0− = pi0− = 1/s, and Fo = 7pN .
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FIG. 10. Processivity contour plots in the N+ − N− plane for strong dynein (a) without catch bond (α = 0); and (b) with
catch bonds (α = 40, Fo = 7pN). The colorbar indicates the average processivity (in µm). Yellow regions denote strong
plus ended runs, while dark blue regions indicate strong minus ended runs. The zero-force (un)binding rates for dynein are
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This again arises because the catch bond is activated at
smaller opposing loads for weak dynein, leads to drastic
effects on the motion of the cargo.
In Fig.9(b), we show that again, while strong dynein
exhibits qualitatively similar behaviour to non-catch
bonded dynein, weak dyneins show a counter-intuitive
codependent behaviour as was seen in Fig. 2(b). As the
number of kinesin motors increases initially, the cargo
walks more in the negative direction, with the cargo walk-
ing an average ∼ 100µm in the negative direction for
2 − 3 kinesin molecules, compared to around ∼ 40µm
when no kinesins are present. Beyond 3 kinesin motors,
on increasing the kinesin number, the processivity in the
negative direction increases, as would be expected from
the normal mechanical tug-of-war picture.
In Fig. 10 we show the contour plots of the proces-
sivity of the cargo for strong dynein in the N+ − N−
plane. In the absence of catch bond, the contour plots
looks similar to the one for weak dynein (Fig. 2c), with
strong positive directed runs for N+ > 5. Strong nega-
tive runs are achieved only for very high dynein number
coupled to very low kinesin number. In the presence of
the catch bond, dyneins are able to counteract the pos-
itive directed load more efficiently, with strong positive
runs occurring for higher number of kinesins than in the
non-catch bonded case. The special cases corresponding
to N+/N− = 4 are shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), while the
case corresponding to N+/N− = 9 are shown in Fig. 9(a)
and (b).
Appendix D: Average number of bound motors
In Fig. 8, we look at the average processivity as the
friction constant ζ is varied by varying σ. The rest of
the parameters are as in fig. 2(b) of the main text with
11
α = 40 and Fo = 7pN . For all three values of σ, the
non-monotonic behavior is reproduced indicative of the
catchbonded codependent behavior. With increasing σ,
the cusp is observed at higher values of N+ with average
processivities close to values obtained in our mean field
model.
The effect of catchbonding on the processivity can
also be understood in terms of the average number of
bound motors. As illustrated in Fig. 11, in the absence
of catch bond, the number of attached dyneins shows
a very weak increase with increasing N−, saturating at
a value of ∼ 0.3. The average number of kinesins is
roughly around 3, leading to strong positive runs in the
absence of catch bonds. For catch bonded weak dynein
Fs− = 1pN , on increasing N−, the average number of
bound dyneins increases sharply. For low N−, the aver-
age number is almost the same as the maximum number,
〈n−〉 ∼ N−. The average number of attached kinesins
also falls sharply to under 2. On increasing N− even fur-
ther, the average number of bound dyneins keeps increas-
ing, while the average number of bound kinesins roughly
remains constant. The higher number of bound dyneins
lead to overall minus directed runs in this regime. For
strong dynein, both the increase in 〈n−〉 and 〈n+〉 are
much less sharp, illustrating that catch bond plays a less
drastic role here in contrast to weak dynein. The average
number of bound kinesins and dyneins are comparable
in this case, which effectively leads to no net motion for
N− ≥ 2.
The behaviour of the processivity as a function of N+
can also be understood in terms of the average number
of bound motors. As shown in Fig. 11, in the absence
of catch bonds, on increasing N+, the average number of
dyneins fall drastically, approaching ∼ 0.1 for large val-
ues of N+. In contrast, the average number of bound ki-
nesins increases linearly, leading to stronger plus-end di-
rected runs with increasing N+. For catch bonded weak
dynein (Fs− = 1pN), remarkably, the average number
of attached dyneins increases with increasing N+. This
is again a direct consequence of the catch bond, where
the increasing opposing force due to more kinesin motors
pushes dyneins into the catch bonded state, effectively
increasing their numbers. This leads to the increased
processivity of the cargo in the negative direction with
increasing N+ as shown in Fig. 2(b). The effect for
Fs− = 7pN dynein is much more muted, since it is diffi-
cult to push these strong dyneins into the catch bonded
regime.
Appendix E: Catchbond Strength
The strength of the dynein catch bond (α) is a phe-
nomenological parameter in our model. Changing the
strength of the catch bond can have dramatic conse-
quences for the processivity characteristics. This is
shown in Fig. 12 for three values of the catch bond
strength. For α = 20kBT , on increasing the dynein
unbinding rate, the average processivity in the positive
direction decreases monotonically. For α = 30kBT , on
weakening the dynein, the processivity in the positive
direction initially increases, as expected from standard
tug-of-war. However, beyond a certain ε0−, weakening
the dynein further, causes a net decreases in the proces-
sivity in the positive direction. Finally, for α = 40kBT ,
on increasing ε0−, the runlength in the negative direction
initially decreases, and beyond a certain point, saturates
to almost zero, becoming insensitive to further changes
in the unbinding rate, as has been discussed in the main
text for Fig. 3(a).
Appendix F: Probability distributions and sample
trajectories
Here, we analyse the case of bidirectional cargo trans-
port by 1 kinesin motor and 1 dynein motor. In
Fig. 13(a), (b) (c) we display the distribution of runtime
along the negative direction, the distribution of times the
cargo spends in pause state (which arises due to the si-
multaneous attachment of dynein and kinesin motors to
the filament leading to tug-of-war), and the distribution
of runtime along the positive direction, in the absence of
catchbonding in dynein. In this scenario, the frequency of
the positive runs exceeds the negative runs by almost one
order of magnitude as indicated by looking at the peaks
of the probability distribution of the run time. This can
be understood as a direct consequence of the relatively
high tenacity of the kinesin with respect to dynein. Since
stall force of the kinesin motor is around 5 times that of
dynein, in a typical situation of tug-of-war, in the ab-
sence of catchbonding, the unbinding rate of the dynein
motors due to the opposing load of the kinesin motors
rises far steeper than that of the unbinding rate of ki-
nesin motor due to the opposing load of dynein motors.
This leads to preponderance of the positive runs viz-a-
viz negative runs. Further, the average runtime along
the positive directions is more than the run lengths along
the negative direction. This is simply a consequence of
the fact that the kinesin binding rates are chosen to be
higher than the dynein binding rates (see Table 1). Thus
a plus-moving run, on average, continues for a longer
time than a minus run, leading to larger average runtime
along the positive direction. This trivially implies that
the runlengths in the positive direction are also larger
than those along the negative direction, the runlength
being related linearly to the runtime through the forward
velocity of the motor (vF+ = vF− = 0.65µm/s). As seen
in Fig. 13(b), in the absence of catchbond the average
time the cargo spends in the paused state is an order
of magnitude smaller than the time it spends in the plus
moving state. Thus overall the motion of the cargo in the
absence of catchbond for this case is strong plus ended
motion with weak pauses and negligible runs along the
negative direction ( Fig. 13d). Incorporation of the catch-
bonding behaviour of dynein is demonstrated by compar-
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FIG. 11. Average number of bound kinesins for (a) N+ = 4, (c) N+ = 9, (e) N− = 4, (g) N− = 9. Average number of bound
dyneins for (b) N+ = 4, (d) N+ = 9, (f) N− = 4, (h) N− = 9. The data for both strong and weak dynein with and without
catch bond. Here Fo = 7pN .
ison of the probability distributions of runlengths and
pauses as depicted in Fig. 13(e), (f) (g) with Fig. 13(a),
(b), (c) . First of all by comparing Fig. 13(e) and 4(g) it
can be seen that the frequency of the negative runs now
exceed that of the positive directed runs. This is due to
the fact that in the tug-of-war state, when the attached
dynein experiences the load force due to the attached ki-
nesin, the dynein enters a catchbonded state and thus its
propensity to unbind from the filament diminishes, while
that of the kinesin remains unaltered, resulting in a sit-
uation where the pause state is more often transformed
into a minus-end directed state of the cargo. While the
characteristic pause times do not change substantially,
they now become comparable to the runtime in the neg-
ative direction, as can be seen by comparing Fig. 13(f)
with Figs. 13(b) and (e). The average run length either
along the plus or the minus end remains unaffected due to
catchbonding with the average runs along the plus direc-
tion being higher than that of the dynein due to higher
kinesin binding rates compared to the dynein motors.
The corresponding trajectories ( Fig. 13(g) ) then cor-
respond to bidirectional motion, characterized by more
frequency of negative runs but longer average plus ended
runs, and more prominent pauses.
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FIG. 13. Probability distributions of runtime for N+ = 1, N− = 1. The top panel shows the normalized histograms and
sample trajectories for dynein in the absence of catch bond (α = 0). The bottom panel shows the corresponding quantities for
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(d) and (h) sample trajectories. Insets, where present, show a magnified view of the probability distributions.
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